New Features in the IEEE Xplore® Digital Library

IEEE Standards Now Available in Robust HTML
IEEE has successfully converted more than 2 million articles to this robust format. With this dynamic interactive design now applied to IEEE standards, users can scan and interpret standards documents more easily; navigate between sections with an interactive ToC; search within a standard; access via mobile devices through a modern, mobile-friendly design; easily explore text, figures, equations, and multimedia files; and review the evolution of a standard with links to prior versions.

Enhanced Author Records
IEEE Xplore makes it easier than ever to find documents by specific authors.
- Author Disambiguation: Identifies all articles written by a given author and distinguishes between authors with the same name. This project is ongoing with more author records processed each day
- ORCID Author ID Integration: Uses third-party ORCID Author IDs to connect document authors with their education, employment, and work history
- Author Alerts: Alerts sent to authors when their papers are published in IEEE Xplore
- Secondary Author Affiliations: Affiliations will display on the article details page

Enhanced User Interface
IEEE continually enhances IEEE Xplore to make discovering the information you need easier than ever.
- Unified Abstract/Full-Text HTML: Combines the abstract view with full-text HTML and provides all of the important article information on a single page with links to abstracts, authors, figures, references, citations, keywords, metrics, media files, and related articles
- Inclusion of Article Usage Metrics from Altmetrics: Indicates downloads and views via IEEE Xplore or shared via social media. These metrics are included for many IEEE and IET journal articles
- WIPO Patents: View nearly 3 million patent references from the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) in addition to those from US and European patent offices

More New Features Coming Soon
Many features have been added to the IEEE Xplore interface to enhance the customer experience. Some of the newest features include:
- IEEE Xplore API: Time-saving integration with user and organizational tools and workflows
- Citation Alerts: Authors to be notified when their work is cited
- Institutional Dashboard: Discover articles of interest to other users within your organization
- My IEEE Xplore App: Stay current on new papers in fields of interest
- Image Search: Search millions of images within IEEE Xplore
- Author Profiles: Access information known about authors from the publications record

For more information, visit: www.ieee.org/ieeexplore-new-features
New and Featured Content Available in IEEE Xplore

Tech Security Course Program Now Available
Designed to help businesses improve their security techniques, Cyber Security Tools for Today’s Environment is ideal for technical professionals across all industries. These 11 online courses are now available in IEEE Xplore for mid/advanced career professionals in IT, computer science, and related fields who are looking to enhance their knowledge and stay current in the field of cyber security. Also available: Ethical Hacking Course Program—Hacking Your Company: Ethical Solutions to Defeat Cyber Attacks.
For more information, visit www.ieee.org/go/elearning

New Titles in IEEE Xplore
As the technology landscape evolves, so does the content in IEEE Xplore.

New subscription titles coming in 2017 include:
- IEEE Communications Standards Magazine
- IEEE Journal of Electromagnetics, RF and Microwaves in Medicine and Biology
- IEEE Transactions on Emerging Topics in Computational Intelligence
- IEEE Transactions on Green Communications and Networking
- IEEE Transactions on Radiation and Plasma Medical Sciences
- IEEE Journal of Radio Frequency Identification (RFID)

New subscription titles for 2016 included:
- IEEE Transactions on Intelligent Vehicles
- IEEE Journal on Multiscale and Multiphysics Computational Techniques
- IEEE Robotics and Automation Letters
- IEEE Transactions on Sustainable Computing

To browse all titles in IEEE Xplore, visit www.ieee.org/ieeexplore

What’s New with InnovationQ Plus
In 2016, IEEE partnered with IP.com to release InnovationQ Plus, a powerful new patent search and analytics tool. IEEE has numerous enhancements planned for this innovative product and platform such as UI redesigns to create a more seamless workflow, the addition of more patent authorities, greater patent citation linking, non-patent literature features including affiliation filtering, search engine upgrades, more blended patent and NPL visualizations and analysis, expanded patent family data, litigation data filters, corporate tree hierarchies, and more!
For more information, visit www.ieee.org/innovationQplus

Other IEEE Xplore Headlines
- NESC 2017 Code and Handbook now available; eLearning courses coming soon
- SMPTÉ® content is now available
- New IEEE conference proceedings titles now available
- Select content from the American Geophysical Union (AGU) now available
- New IEEE Xplore user guides and video tutorials are available at www.ieee.org/training
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